CANNES YOUNG LIONS

FIX THE GLITCH

VIDEO GAMING IS MORE THAN A HOBBY.
IT'S A SENSE OF PURPOSE. IT'S A FAMILY.

68%

231 i

78%

34 hrs

Of Twitch gamers agree
that "Gaming is a core
part of my identity"

Of gamers play for
purpose over
pleasure

Of Twitch gamers believe
that gaming brings them
closer to people

Average weekly hours
Twitch gamers spend
streaming compared to
regular gamers

Sources: Twitch,YouGov

SO GLITCHES THAT DISCONNECT THEM
FROM THEIR PEERS ARE A REAL PROBLEM.

BUT FOR LEUKEMIA PATIENTS,
A GLITCH HAPPENS EVERY DAY
Pediatric clinical trials are scarce so treatment for kids is based on
adult cancer cell testing. This leads to a disconnect in accurate leukemia
treatment with further, and often chronic, post-treatment complications.

SOLUTION: FIX THE GLITCH
To demonstrate how critical this disconnect in Leukemia care really is, we
will disconnect something that really matters to gamers – their gaming stream.

PHASE 1: GLITCH CON
Happening live at Twitch Con in October 2022, we'll stage the long awaited rematch
of top Fortnite gamers, Ninja and Myth. Ahead of the battle we'll tap into their
influence to build excitement before we turn the event on its head.

BIGGEST EVENT
IN GAMING

28 K
TwitchCon event
attendees in 2019

BIGGEST STREAMERS
ON TWITCH

TOP 10

24 M

38 K

Both ranked among
Twitch's top 10
streamers

Combined
Twitch
followers

Combined
average peak
viewers per
stream

BIGGEST REMATCH

9.7 M
Combined following
on social channels

PHASE 2: INITIATE THE GLITCH
Throughout the game, we'll interrupt the stream with glitches. The only way to
resume the stream is by making a donation through Twitch Bit tokens. Each donation
made during the stream will help fund the LLS PedAL clinical trial.

Twitch Bits donated become dollars
raised for Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society PedAL Clinical Trial funding

345,202

=
$ 345,202

WHY THIS WILL WORK

COMMUNITY DRIVEN

This unthinkable
and highly
anticipated matchup
will create a big
conversation in the
gaming community
drawing members to
the stream.

CULTURALLY RELEVANT

It taps into an
existing gamer
behavior, using
Twitch Bits, to
fund LLS donations
in a way gamers can
understand.

HIGHLY VISIBLE

With an average
streamer attendance
of 38K and social
following of 9.7M we
will increase
awareness for LLS
and meet our
donation goal.

MEDIA PLAN & CAMPAIGN MEASUREMENT
KPI

Channel

Role of Channel

AWARENESS

Twitch,
Social,
Streaming
Audio

Have talent announce event on their
streams and social channels. Will
enforce announcement via paid social on
familiar audience channels Youtube,
Twitter, and Reddit as well as favorite
podcasts

ENGAGEMENT

Twitch,
Social,
Paid Search

Track event views as well as
social mentions and shares pre,
during, and post-event.

Social,
Paid Search

Measure event effectiveness in
donations collected for LLS via
Twitch Bits during livestream
event.

CONVERSION

campaign
flight

Streaming Audio
5%

Paid Search
10%

Paid Social
20%

Event Expenses
15%

budget
allocation

Talent
50%

STRATEGY ON A PAGE

Objective

Problem

Insight

Solution

Opportunity

Find a way to
break through to
gamer community
to increase
awareness about
lack of
resources for
LLS in a way
that builds
support and
prompts
donations.

There is a
disconnect in
accurate leukemia
treatment due to
limited pediatric
clinical trials
resulting in
additional, and
often chronic,
post-treatment
complications for
leukemia patients.

To gamers a
constant,
uninterrupted
internet
connection while
streaming is
critical.

Demonstrate how
critical the
disconnect in
leukemia care is
by disconnecting
something that
really gamers
can relate to –
their gaming
stream.

Disconnect them
from their
communities at a
moment where they
have the most to
lose.

